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Abstract. A crucial issue in ad hoc wireless networks is to efficiently
support communication patterns that are typical in traditional (wired)
networks. These include broadcasting, multicasting, and gossiping (all-
to-all communication). Since, in ad hoc networks energy is a scarce re-
source, the important engineering question to be solved is to guarantee
a desired communication pattern minimizing the total energy consump-
tion. Motivated by this question, we study a series of wireless network
design problems and present new approximation algorithms and inap-
proximability results.

1 Introduction

Wireless networks have received significant attention during the recent years.
Especially, ad hoc wireless networks emerged due to their potential applications
in battlefield, emergency disaster relief, etc. [16]. Unlike traditional wired net-
works or cellular wireless networks, no wired backbone infrastructure is installed
for ad hoc wireless networks.

A node in these networks is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna which
is responsible for sending and receiving signals. Communication is established by
assigning to each station a transmitting power. In the most common power at-
tenuation model [16], the signal power falls as 1/rα, where r is the distance from
the transmitter and α is a constant which depends on the wireless environment
(typical values of α are between 1 and 6). So, a transmitter can send a signal to
a receiver if Ps

d(s,t)α ≥ γ where Ps is the power of the transmitting signal, d(s, t)
is the Euclidean distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and γ is the
receiver’s power threshold for signal detection.

So, communication from a node s to another node t may be established either
directly if the two nodes are close enough and s uses adequate transmitting
power, or by using intermediate nodes. Observe that due to the nonlinear power
attenuation, relaying the signal between intermediate nodes may result in energy
conservation.

A crucial issue in ad hoc wireless networks is to support communication pat-
terns that are typical in traditional networks. These include broadcasting, multi-
casting, and gossiping (all–to–all communication). Since establishing a communi-
cation pattern strongly depends on the use of energy, the important engineering
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question to be solved is to guarantee a desired communication pattern minimiz-
ing the total energy consumption. In this work, we consider a series of wireless
network design problems which we formulate below.

Consider a complete directed graph G = (V, E), where |V | = n, with a non-
negative edge cost function c : E → R+. Given a non-negative node weight
assignment w : V → R+, the transmission graph Gw is the directed graph
defined as follows. It has the same set of nodes as G and a directed edge (u, v)
belongs to Gw if the weight assigned to node u is at least the cost of the edge
(u, v), i.e., w(u) ≥ c(u, v). Intuitively, the weight assignment corresponds to the
energy levels at which each node operates (i.e., transmits messages) while the
cost between two nodes indicates the minimum energy level necessary to send
messages from one node to the other. Usually, the edge cost function is symmetric
(i.e., c(u, v) = c(v, u)). Asymmetric edge cost functions can be used to model
medium abnormalities or batteries with different energy levels [14].

The problems we study can be stated as follows. Given a complete directed
graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n, with non-negative edge costs c : E → R+, find
a non-negative node weight assignment w : V → R+ such that the transmission
graph Gw maintains a connectivity property and the sum of weights is minimized.
Such a property is defined by a requirement matrix R = (rij) ∈ {0, 1} where rij

is the number of directed paths required in the transmission graph from node vi

to node vj . Depending on the connectivity property for the transmission graph,
we may define the following problems.

In Minimum Energy Steiner Subgraph (MESS), the requirement ma-
trix is symmetric. Alternatively, we may define the problem by a set of nodes
D ⊆ V partitioned into p disjoint subsets D1, D2, ..., Dp. The entries of the
requirement matrix are now defined as rij = 1 if vi, vj ∈ Dk for some k and
rij = 0, otherwise. The Minimum Energy Subset Strongly Connected

Subgraph (MESSCS) is the special case of MESS with p = 1 while the Mini-

mum Energy Strongly Connected Subgraph (MESCS) is the special case
of MESSCS with D = V (i.e., the transmission graph is required to span all nodes
of V and to be strongly connected). The authors of [1] study MESCS under the
extra requirement that the transmission graph contains a bidirected subgraph
which maintains the connectivity requirements of MESCS. By adding this extra
requirement to MESS and MESSCS, we obtain the bidirected MESS and bidi-
rected MESSCS, respectively. For bidirected MESCS, [1] shows a constant ap-
proximation algorithm in symmetric graphs and a logarithmic inapproximability
result in asymmetric graphs. The same reduction used to prove this inapprox-
imability result can be used for proving a logarithmic inapproximability result
for MESCS in asymmetric graphs as well. MESCS in symmetric graphs is stud-
ied by Kirousis et al. [13] who present (among other results) a 2-approximation
algorithm. Clementi et al. [8] study geometric versions of the problem and show
approximation-preserving reductions from Vertex Cover on bounded-degree
graphs to geometric instances of MESCS. By adapting the reduction of [8] and
using the hardness results of [2], we can obtain an inapproximability factor of
313/312 for MESCS in symmetric graphs. As observed in [1], this result holds
for bidirected MESCS as well.
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In Minimum Energy Multicast Tree (MEMT), the connectivity prop-
erty is defined by a root node v0 and a set of nodes D ⊆ V − {v0} such that
rij = 1 if i = 0 and vj ∈ D and rij = 0, otherwise. The Minimum Energy

Broadcast Tree (MEBT) is the special case of MEMT with D = V − {v0}.
Liang [14] shows an O(|D|ε)– and an O(nε)–approximation algorithm for MEMT
and MEBT, respectively, for any constant ε > 0. These results follow by using
an intuitive reduction of any instance of MEMT to an instance of Directed

Steiner Tree and then applying the algorithm of Charikar et al. [5] for com-
puting an approximate directed Steiner tree which gives an approximate solution
to MEMT. Note that the work of Liang does not answer the question whether
MEMT and MEBT are strictly easier to approximate than Directed Steiner

Tree or not. For MEMT in symmetric graphs, Liang [14] shows an O(ln3 |D|)-
approximation algorithm while, for MEBT in symmetric graphs, we show in
[4] a 10.8 lnn-approximation algorithm by reducing instances of the problem to
instances of Node-Weighted Connected Dominating Set and using the
algorithm of [11] for computing an approximate connected dominating set which
gives an approximate solution to MEBT. Constant approximation algorithms
for geometric versions of MEBT are presented in [7,16].

By inverting the connectivity requirements, we obtain the Minimum En-

ergy Inverse Multicast Tree (MEIMT) where the connectivity property is
defined by a root node v0 and a set of nodes D ⊆ V − {v0} such that rij = 1
if vi ∈ D and j = 0 and rij = 0, otherwise, and the Minimum Energy In-

verse Broadcast Tree (MEIBT) which is the special case of MEIMT with
D = V − {v0}.

In the paper, we usually refer to classical combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. For completeness, we present their definitions here. The Steiner Forest

(SF) problem is defined as follows. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with
an edge cost function c : E → R+ and a set of nodes D ⊆ V partitioned into
p disjoint sets D1, ..., Dp, compute a subgraph H of G of minimum total cost
such that any two nodes vi, vj belonging to the same set Dk for some k are
connected through a path in H. Steiner Tree (ST) is the special case of SF
with p = 1. An instance of the Directed Steiner Tree (DST) is defined by a
directed graph G = (V, E) with an edge cost function c : E → R+, a root node
v0 ∈ V , and a set of terminals D ⊆ V −{v0}. Its objective is to compute a tree of
minimum cost which is directed out of v0 and spans all nodes of D. The Node–

Weighted Steiner Forest (NWSF) problem is defined as follows. Given an
undirected graph G = (V, E) with a node cost function c : V → R+ and a set
of nodes D ⊆ V partitioned into p disjoint sets D1, ..., Dp, compute a subgraph
H of G of minimum total cost such that any two nodes vi, vj belonging to the
same set Dk for some k are connected through a path in H. Node–Weighted

Steiner Tree (NWST) is the special case of NWSF with p = 1.
In the rest of this section we summarize our results. In Section 2, we present

constant approximation algorithms for MESS, MESSCS, bidirected MESS and
bidirected MESSCS in symmetric graphs (i.e., input instances with symmetric
edge cost functions) exploiting known efficient approximation algorithms for SF
and ST. For bidirected MESSCS, we also give a simple inapproximability result.
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We also present approximation algorithms for MEMT and MEBT in sym-
metric graphs (Section 3) with logarithmic approximation ratios by using a new
reduction of instances of MEMT and MEBT to instances of NWST. These results
are asymptotically optimal since MEBT in symmetric graphs has been proved
to be inapproximable within a sublogarithmic factor [7]. Our result for MEMT
improves the polylogarithmic approximation algorithm of Liang [14] while the
result for MEBT improves the result of [4] by a multiplicative factor of 4.

In Section 4, we observe that MEIMT is equivalent to DST, while in Section
5 we show that, in asymmetric graphs, MEMT and MESSCS are at least as hard
to approximate as DST. Using a recent inapproximability result for DST due
to Halperin and Krauthgamer [12] we obtain polylogarithmic inapproximability
results for these problems. On the positive side, we show that MESSCS in asym-
metric graphs can be solved by solving an instance of MEMT and an instance
of MEIMT.

For MEBT and MESCS in asymmetric graphs, we present logarithmic ap-
proximation algorithms exploiting a recent result of Zosin and Khuller [17]. These
results are asymptotically optimal. In particular, the result for MEBT signifi-
cantly improves the O(nε)-approximation algorithm due to Liang [14]. These
results are presented in Section 6. In Section 7 we present logarithmic approxima-
tion algorithm for bidirected MESS, bidirected MESSCS and bidirected MESCS
in asymmetric graphs by using a new reduction of instances of these problems to
instances of NWSF. These results asymptotically match the inapproximability
result for bidirected MESCS of Althaus et al. [1]. Very recently, Gruia Calinescu
informed us that logarithmic approximation algorithms for MEBT, MESCS and
bidirected MESCS in asymmetric graphs were independently obtained in [3] us-
ing different techniques.

Due to lack of space, formal proofs have been omitted from this extended
abstract.

2 Symmetric Graphs and Connectivity Requirements

In this section, we first show constant approximation algorithms for MESS,
MESSCS, bidirected MESS, and bidirected MESSCS, extending the algorithm
of Kirousis et al. [13] for MESCS in symmetric graphs. Then, we show an inap-
proximability result for bidirected MESSCS.

Consider an instance IMESS of MESS which consists of a complete directed
graph G = (V, E), a symmetric edge cost function c : E → R+ and a set of
terminals D ⊆ V partitioned into p disjoint subsets D1, ..., Dp. We construct the
instance ISF of SF which consists of the complete undirected graph H = (V, E′),
the edge cost function c′ : E′ → R+ defined as c′(u, v) = c(u, v) = c(v, u) on the
undirected edges of E′, and the set of terminals D together with its partition into
the sets D1, ..., Dp. Consider a solution for ISF that consists of a subgraph F =
(V, A) of H. We construct the weight assignment w to the nodes of V by setting
w(u) = 0 if there is no edge touching u in A and w(u) = maxv:(u,v)∈A{c′(u, v)},
otherwise. We can prove that if F is a ρ–approximate solution for ISF then w is
a 2ρ–approximate solution for IMESS .
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We can solve ISF using the 2-approximation algorithm of Goemans and
Williamson [10] for SF. When p = 1 (i.e., when IMESS is actually an instance
of MESSCS), the instance ISF is actually an instance of ST which can be ap-
proximated within 1.55 using an algorithm from [15]. We obtain the following.

Theorem 1. There exist a 4- and a 3.1-approximation algorithm for MESS and
MESSCS in symmetric graphs, respectively.

Note that the transmission graph constructed by the technique in this section
contains a bidirected subgraph that maintains the connectivity requirements of
MESS and, thus, our algorithms for MESS and MESSCS provide solutions to
bidirected MESS and bidirected MESSCS, respectively. It can be easily seen
that the analysis still holds if we consider instances of bidirected MESS and
bidirected MESSCS instead of instances of MESS and MESSCS, respectively.
Thus, the approximation guarantees of Theorem 1 hold for bidirected MESS
and bidirected MESSCS in symmetric graphs as well.

The inapproximability result of 313/312 for MESCS mentioned in the intro-
duction holds for bidirected MESCS in symmetric graphs as well, and, hence, it
holds for bidirected MESSCS. We can show a simple approximation-preserving
reduction from ST to bidirected MESSCS in symmetric graphs and, using the
inapproximability result of [6], we obtain the following.

Theorem 2. For any ε > 0, bidirected MESSCS is not approximable within
96/95 − ε, unless P = NP .

3 Multicasting and Broadcasting in Symmetric Graphs

In this section we present logarithmic approximation algorithms for MEMT and
MEBT in symmetric graphs.

Consider an instance IMEMT of MEMT which consists of a complete directed
graph G = (V, E), a symmetric edge cost function c : E → R+, a root node
v0 ∈ V and a set of terminals D ⊆ V − {v0}.

We construct an instance INWST of NWST, which consists of an undirected
graph H = (U, A), a node weight function c′ : U → R+ and a set of terminals
D′ ⊆ U . For a node v ∈ V , we denote by nv the number of different edge costs
in the edges directed out of v, and, for i = 1, ..., nv, we denote by Xi(v) the i–th
smallest edge cost among the edges directed out of v. The set of nodes U consists
of n disjoint sets of nodes called supernodes. Each supernode corresponds to a
node of V . The supernode Zv corresponding to node v ∈ V has the following
nv + 1 nodes: an input node Zv,0 and nv output nodes Zv,1, ..., Zv,nv . For each
pair of nodes u, v ∈ V , the set of edges A contains an edge between the output
node Zu,i and the input node Zv,0 such that Xi(u) ≥ c(u, v). Also, for each node
v ∈ V , A contains an edge between the input node Zv,0 and each output node
Zv,i, for i = 1, ..., nv. The cost function c′ is defined as c′(Zv,0) = 0 for the input
nodes and as c′(Zv,i) = Xi(v) for i = 1, ..., nv, for the output nodes. The set of
terminals D′ is defined as D′ = {Zv,0 ∈ U |v ∈ D ∪ {v0}}.
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Consider a subgraph F = (S, A′) of H which is a solution for INWST . We
compute a spanning tree T ′ = (S, A′′) of F and, starting from Zv0,0, we compute
a Breadth First Search (BFS) numbering of the nodes of T ′. For each v ∈ S, we
denote by m(v) the BFS number of v. We construct a tree T = (V, E′) which,
for each edge of F between a node Zu,i of supernode Zu and a node Zv,j of
another supernode Zv such that m(Zu,i) < m(Zv,j), contains a directed edge
from u to v. The output of our algorithm is the weight assignment w defined as
w(u) = max(u,v)∈T c(u, v) if u has at least one outgoing edge in T , and w(u) = 0,
otherwise. We can prove that if F is a ρ–approximate solution to INWST , then
w is a 2ρ–approximate solution to IMEMT .

In [11], Guha and Khuller present a 1.35 ln k–approximation algorithm for
NWST, where k is the number of terminals in the instance of NWST. Given
an instance IMEMT of MEMT with a set of terminals D, the corresponding
instance INWST has |D| + 1 terminals. Thus, the cost of the solution of IMEMT

is within 2.7 ln(|D| + 1) of the optimal solution. The next theorem summarizes
the discussion of this section. Note that MEBT is the special case of MEMT
with D = V − {v0}.

Theorem 3. There exists a 2.7 ln(|D| + 1)– and a 2.7 lnn–approximation algo-
rithm for MEMT and MEBT in symmetric graphs, respectively.

4 Approximating MEIMT and MEIBT

In this section, we first show that MEIMT is equivalent to DST. Assume we
have an instance IMEIMT of MEIMT defined by a complete directed graph
G = (V, E), an edge cost function c : E → R+, a root node v0 ∈ V and a set
of terminals D ⊆ V − {v0}. Consider the instance IDST of DST that consists
of G, the edge cost function c′ : E → R+ defined as c′(u, v) = c(v, u) for any
edge (u, v) ∈ E, the set of terminals D and the root node v0. Also, we may start
by an instance IDST of DST and construct IMEIMT in the same way. We can
prove that a ρ-approximate solution for IDST reduces in polynomial time to a
ρ-approximate solution for IMEIMT and a ρ-approximate solution for IMEIMT

reduces in polynomial time to a ρ-approximate solution for IDST .
Thus, using the results of [5] and [12], we obtain that MEIMT is approximable

within O(|D|ε) and inapproximable within O(ln2−ε n), for any constant ε >
0. Notice that DST in symmetric graphs is equivalent to ST. Thus, using the
approximability and inapproximability results of [15] and [6], we obtain that
MEIMT in symmetric graphs is approximable within 1.55 and inapproximable
within 96/95−ε for any ε > 0. Also, instances of DST having all non-root nodes as
terminals are actually instances of Minimum Spanning Arborescence which
is known to be computable in polynomial time [9]. Thus, MEIBT can be solved
in polynomial time (even in asymmetric graphs).

5 Approximating MEMT and MESSCS

In this section, we first show that MEMT and MESSCS are as hard to approxi-
mate as DST. Then, we present a method for approximating MESSCS.
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Consider an instance IDST of DST that consists of a directed graph G =
(V, E) with an edge cost function c : E → R+, a root node v0 and a set of
terminals D ⊆ V − {v0} . Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is
a complete directed graph with some of its edges having infinite cost.

We construct the instance IMEMT of MEMT which consists of a complete
directed graph H = (U, A) with edge cost function c′ : A → R+, a root node
v′
0 ∈ U and a set of terminals D′ ⊆ U − {v′

0}. The set of nodes U has a node
hv for each node v ∈ V and a node h(u,v) for each directed edge (u, v) of E.
For each directed edge (u, v) of E, the directed edge (hu, h(u,v)) of A has zero
cost and the directed edge (h(u,v), hv) of A has cost c′(h(u,v), hv) = c(u, v),
while all other edges of A have infinite cost. The set of terminals is defined as
D′ = {hu ∈ U |u ∈ D}, while v′

0 = hv0 . We can show that a ρ–approximate
solution to IMEMT reduces in polynomial time to a ρ–approximate solution to
IDST .

We construct the instance IMESSCS of MESSCS which consists of the graph
G, the set of terminals D, the root node v0, and an edge cost function c′′ : E →
R+ defined as follows. For each directed edge (u, v) of E such that u �= v0, it is
c′′(u, v) = c(v, u), while all edges of E directed out of v0 have zero cost. We can
show that a ρ–approximate solution to IMESSCS reduces in polynomial time to
a ρ–approximate solution to IDST .

Using the inapproximability result for DST [12], we obtain the following.

Theorem 4. For any ε > 0, MEMT and MESSCS are not approximable within
O(ln2−ε n), unless NP ⊆ ZTIME(npolylog(n)).

We now present a method for approximating MESSCS. Let IMESSCS be an
instance of IMESSCS that consists of a complete directed graph G = (V, E)
with edge cost function c : E → R+ and a set of terminals D ⊆ V . Pick an
arbitrary node v0 ∈ V and let IMEMT and IMEIMT be the instances of MEMT
and MEIMT, respectively, consisting of the graph G with edge cost function c,
the root node v0 and the set of terminals D − {v0} .

Assume we have weight assignments w1 and w2 to the nodes of V which
are solutions for IMEMT and IMEIMT , respectively. Construct the weight as-
signment w3 defined as w3(u) = max{w1(u), w2(u)} for every u ∈ V . We can
prove that if the weight assignments w1 and w2 are ρ1− and ρ2− approximate
solutions for IMEMT and IMEIMT respectively, then the weight assignment w3
is a (ρ1 + ρ2)–approximate solution to IMESSCS .

We can solve IMEMT and IMEIMT using the O(|D|ε)-approximation algo-
rithm of Liang [14] and the O(|D|ε)-approximation algorithm of [5] for DST. In
this way we obtain the following.

Theorem 5. For any ε > 0, there exists an O(|D|ε)-approximation algorithm
for MESSCS.

6 Logarithmic Approximations for MEBT and MESCS

In this section we show that MEBT and MESCS can be approximated within a
logarithmic factor. These results are optimal within constant factors.
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Liang in [14] presents an intuitive reduction for transforming an instance
IMEBT of MEBT into an instance IDST of DST in such a way that a ρ–
approximate solution for IDST implies a ρ–approximate solution for IMEBT .

We describe this reduction here. Assume that IMEBT consists of a complete
directed graph G = (V, E) with an edge cost function c : E → R+ and a root
node r ∈ V . Then, the instance IDST consists of a directed graph H = (U, A)
with an edge cost function c′ : A → R+, a root node r′ ∈ U and a set of terminals
D ⊆ U − {r′}. For a node v ∈ V , we denote by nv the number of different edge
costs in the edges directed out of v, and, for i = 1, ..., nv, we denote by Xi(v) the
i–th smallest edge cost among the edges directed out of v. For each node v ∈ V ,
the set of nodes U contains nv + 1 nodes Zv,0, Zv,1, ..., Zv,nv

. For each directed
edge (v, u) ∈ E and for i = 1, ..., nv, the set of edges A contains a directed edge
of zero cost from Zv,i to Zu,0 if Xi(v) ≥ c(v, u). Also, for each node v ∈ V , and
i = 1, ..., nv, the set of edges A contains a directed edge from Zv,0 to Zv,i of cost
c′(Zv,0, Zv,i) = Xi(v). The set of terminals is defined by D = {Zv,0|v ∈ V −{r}}
and r′ = Zr,0.

We use an algorithm proposed by Zosin and Khuller [17] to approximate IDST

by repeatedly solving instances of the Minimum Density Directed Tree

(MDDT) problem. An instance of MDDT is defined in the same way as instances
of DST and the objective is to compute a tree directed out of the root node such
that the ratio of the cost of the tree over the number of terminals it spans is
minimized. The algorithm of [17] repeatedly solves instances Ii

MDDT of MDDT
derived by the instance IDST . The instance I1

MDDT is defined by the graph H
with edge cost function c, the set of terminals D1 = D and the root node r1 = r′.
Initially, the algorithm sets i = 1. While Di �= ∅, it repeats the following. It finds
a solution T to Ii

MDDT that consists of a tree Ti = (V (Ti), E(Ti)), defines the
instance Ii+1

MDDT by contracting the nodes of Ti into the root node ri+1 and by
setting Di+1 = Di\V (Ti), and increments i by 1.

Zosin and Khuller [17] show that if the solution Ti is a ρ–approximate solution
for Ii

MDDT in each iteration i, then the union of the trees Ti computed in all
iterations is an O(ρ lnn)–approximate solution for IDST . They also show how
to find a (d + 1)–approximate solution for Ii

MDDT if the graph obtained when
removing the terminals from G has depth d. Observe that, given an instance
IMEBT of MEBT, the graph H obtained by applying the reduction of Liang is
bipartite, since there is no edge between nodes of D ∪{r′} and between nodes of
V − (D ∪ {r′}). Thus, the graph obtained by removing the terminals of D from
H has depth 1. Following the reasoning of [17], we obtain the following result.

Theorem 6. There exists an O(lnn)-approximation algorithm for MEBT.

Now, following a similar technique with the one we used in section 5 for
approximating MESSCS, we can solve any instance of MESCS by solving an in-
stance of MEBT and an instance of MEIBT and then merging the two solutions.
In this way we obtain an O(lnn)-approximation algorithm for MESCS.
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7 Approximating Bidirected MESS and Related
Problems

In the following, we present a logarithmic approximation algorithm for bidirected
MESS. The algorithm uses a reduction from instances of bidirected MESS to
instances of NWSF.

Consider an instance IbMESS of bidirected MESS which consists of a complete
directed graph G = (V, E), an edge cost function c : E → R+ and a set of
terminals D ⊆ V partitioned into p disjoint subsets D1, D2, ..., Dp.

We construct an instance INWSF of NWSF consisting of an undirected graph
H = (U, A), a node weight function c′ : U → R+ and a set of terminals D′ ⊆ U
partitioned into p disjoint sets D′

1, D
′
2, ..., D

′
p. For a node v ∈ V , we denote

by nv the number of different edge costs in the edges directed out of v, and,
for i = 1, ..., nv, we denote by Xi(v) the i–th smallest edge cost among the
edges directed out of v. The set of nodes U consists of n disjoint sets of nodes
called supernodes. Each supernode corresponds to a node of V . The supernode
Zv corresponding to node v ∈ V has the following nv + 1 nodes: a hub node
Zv,0 and nv bridge nodes Zv,1, ..., Zv,nv

. For each pair of nodes u, v ∈ V , the set
of edges A contains an edge between the bridge nodes Zv,i and Zu,j such that
Xi(u) ≥ c(u, v) and Xj(v) ≥ c(v, u). Also, for each node v ∈ V , A contains an
edge between the hub node Zv,0 and each bridge node Zv,i, for i = 1, ..., nv. The
cost function c′ is defined as c′(Zv,0) = 0 for the hub nodes and as c′(Zv,i) =
Xi(v) for i = 1, ..., nv, for the bridge nodes. The set of terminals D′ is defined
as D′ = ∪iD

′
i where D′

i = {Zv,0 ∈ U |v ∈ Di}.
Consider a subgraph F = (S, A′) of H which is a solution for INWSF . We

construct a weight assignment w on the nodes of G by setting w(v) = 0 if S
contains no node from supernode Zv, and w(v) = maxu∈(Zv∩S) c′(u), otherwise.
We can prove that if F is a ρ–approximate solution to INWSF , then w is a
ρ–approximate solution to IbMESS .

In [11], Guha and Khuller present a 1.61 ln k–approximation algorithm for
NWSF, where k is the number of terminals in the graph. Using this algorithm
for solving INWSF , we obtain a solution of IbMESS which is within 1.61 ln |D|
of optimal. Moreover, when p = 1 (i.e., when IbMESS is actually an instance
of bidirected MESSCS), the instance INWSF is actually an instance of NWST
which can be approximated within 1.35 ln k, where k is the number of terminals
in the graph [11]. The next theorem summarizes the discussion of this section.

Theorem 7. There exist an 1.61 ln |D|-, an 1.35 ln |D|-, and an 1.35 lnn-
approximation algorithm for bidirected MESS, bidirected MESSCS, and bidi-
rected MESCS.
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